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KUWAIT: Kuwait Stock Exchange (KSE) end-
ed last week in the green zone. The Price
Index closed at 5,244.00 points, up by 1.34
percent from the week before closing, the
Weighted Index increased by 1.61 percent
after closing at 362.10 points, whereas the
KSX-15 Index closed at 854.63 points up by
1.96 percent. Furthermore, last week’s aver-
age daily turnover increased by 5.95 per-
cent, compared to the preceding week,
reaching KD 11.85 million, whereas trading
volume average was 155.62 million shares,
recording an increase of 15.37 percent.

As per the KSE’s performance last week,
the market indicators continued its upward
direction during the first session of the week
supported by the active trading that con-
centrated on the small-cap and low-priced
stocks, accompanied with selling pressures
that included a number of the leading
stocks, in light of a general performance
characterized by shrinking cash liquidity and
by 37.09 percent.  

On the second session of the last week,
the market witnessed mixed closings to the
three indices, whereas the Price Index
declined affected by the selling for profit
operations which were executed on the
stocks that realized big gains in the previous
session, whilst the Weighted and KSX-15
indices were able to increase by the end of
the session supported by the random pur-
chasing operations witnessed by some lead-
ing stocks, which pushed the cash liquidity
up to compensate its first session’s losses, in
light of a relatively quiet performance in
terms of volume and number of deals.

The Price Index was able to increase once
again in the mid-week session, benefiting
from the active speculative operations that
included some small-cap stocks after its
prices reached low levels, while the
Weighted and KSX-15 indices decreased in
the same session due to the selling pres-
sures and the profit collection operations
executed on the large-cap stocks, ignoring
by this the positive monthly closings of the
market indicators. On Wednesday’s session,
the three market indicators closed in the
green zone, supported by the active trading
activity on some leading stocks, in addition
to the positive speculative operations that
included some small-cap stocks, among a
general state of optimism especially after
the positive financial results for 2015 and
the cash dividends distributions disclosed
by most of the listed companies, which
pushed the cash liquidity to increase by
44.08 percent to reach KD 16.65 million.

On the last session of the week, the mar-
ket witnessed mixed closings to the three
indices, whereas the selling for profit opera-

tions executed on some small and mid-cap
stocks pushed the Price and Weighted
indices to end the session with losses, while
the KSX-15 Index recorded limited gains by

the end of the session as a result to the pur-
chasing operations witnessed by the opera-
tional and leading stocks, among a notice-
able decrease in the trading activity com-

pared to the previous session.
By the end of last week, the market capi-

talization for the listed companies in KSE
reached KD 23.98 billion, increasing by
around KD359 million or 1.52 percent from
its value in a week earlier, where it was KD
23.62 billion. On an annual level, the market
cap for Kuwait Stock Exchange recorded
5.09 percent loss from its value at end of
2015, where it reached then KD25.27 billion.

As far as KSE annual performance, the
price index ended last week recording 6.61
percent annual loss compared to its closing
in 2015, while the weighted index decreased
by 5.13 percent, and the KSX-15 recorded
5.09 percent loss.

Sectors’ Indices
Nine of KSE’s sectors ended last week in

the green zone, while the other three
recorded declines. Last week’s highest gain-
er was the Technology sector, achieving 6.76
percent growth rate as its index closed at
915.87 points. Whereas, in the second place,
the Basic Materials sector’s index closed at
929.45 points or 4.29 percent increase. The
Telecommunications sector came in third as
its index achieved 3.37 percent growth, end-
ing the week at 612.92 points. 

On the other hand, the Healthcare sector

headed the losers list as its index declined
by 4.36 percent to end the week’s activity at
972.22 points. The Consumer Services sector
was second on the losers’ list, which index
declined by 2.08 percent, closing at 939.17
points, the least declining sector was the
Insurance sector, as its index closed at
1,051.08 points at a loss of 0.01 percent.

Sectors’ Activity
The Financial Services sector dominated a

total trade volume of around 293.97 million
shares changing hands during last week,
representing 37.78 percent of the total mar-
ket trading volume. The Real Estate sector
was second in terms of trading volume as
the sector’s traded shares were 27.31 per-
cent of last week’s total trading volume, with
a total of around 212.49 million shares. 

On the other hand, the Banks sector’s
stocks were the highest traded in terms of
value; with a turnover of around KD 17.99
million or 30.35 percent of last week’s total
market trading value. The Financial Services
sector took the second place as the sector’s
last week turnover was approx. KD 12.78 mil-
lion representing 21.56 percent of the total
market trading value.-Prepared by the
Studies & Research Department — Bayan
Investment Co.   

KSE edges higher on renewed confidence
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NEW YORK: US stocks wobbled to the finish
Friday but salvaged a four-day winning
streak after the US government said employ-
ers added more jobs than expected in
February. That was another vote of confi-
dence in the economy. Mining companies
made the biggest gains as metals prices
climbed.

The jobs report showed that construction,
retail and health care companies are still hir-
ing more workers. Energy companies also
rose with the recovering price of oil. Stocks
fell back from an afternoon peak as investors
sold telecommunications companies, which
have been the best-performing sector of the
market this year.

The Dow Jones industrial average rose
62.87 points, or 0.4 percent, to 17,006.77. The
Standard & Poor’s 500 index gained 6.59
points,  or  0.3 percent,  to 1,999.99.  The
Nasdaq composite index edged up 9.60
points, or 0.2 percent, to 4,717.02.

The Labor Department said employers
added 242,000 jobs last month. Consumer
demand was solid, and the government also
said employers hired more people in
December and January than it had previously
estimated. More people also looked for work.
This week stocks rose after reports on hiring,
construction spending and manufacturing
suggested that the US economy is doing fair-
ly well. Kate Warne, investment strategist for
Edward Jones, said she expects continued job
and economic growth for the US.

“ The worries that we’ve been hearing
recently about the economy sliding into
recession aren’t  warranted,” she said.
Combined with low inflation rates, she said
that’s good news for investors.

Metals and energy prices kept climbing
on the continued signs of life for the econo-
my. Gold, which is trading at its highest price
in a year,  rose $12.50,  or  1 percent,  to
$1,270.70 an ounce. Silver jumped 55 cents,
or 3.6 percent, to $15.69 an ounce and cop-
per rose 7 cents, or 3 percent, to $2.27 a
pound.

The price of US oil jumped $1.35, or 3.9
percent, to $35.92 a barrel. Brent crude, the
benchmark for international oils, rose $1.65,
or 4.5 percent, to $38.72 a barrel in London.

Oil prices climbed about 10 percent this
week and have risen for three weeks in a row,
which hadn’t happened since May. Brent
crude is now higher than it was at the begin-
ning of the year, although US crude is still
lower. Those gains helped copper mining
company Freepor t-McMoRan gained 63
cents, or 6.9 percent, to $9.74. Aluminum
producer Alcoa edged up 10 cents to $9.57.

Energy stocks also kept rising. Drilling rig
operators did the best as investors were
pleased they keep closing rigs to cut costs.
Transocean climbed $1.88, or 17.4 percent,
to $12.71. Ensco rose $1.43, or 13.1 percent,
to $12.36. The market has now erased most
of its losses after a painful start to the year.
But there are signs investors are still worried:

investors keep buying utility and telecom
stocks, which are considered safe bets when
the market is troubled, and the price of gold
has surged to its highest levels in more than
a year. And while stocks have risen the last
three days, the gains were small and came in
choppy trading.

Warne said investors stil l  feel uneasy
about problems ranging from shaky
economies outside the US, low oil prices, and
uncertainty over when the Federal Reserve
will raise interest rates and what effect that
will have on the economy.

“I think we’re going to continue to see a
lot  of  market volati l i ty,” she said.  AMC
Theaters, owned by Wanda Group of China, is
buying Carmike Cinemas for $1.1 billion. 

The deal will create the biggest movie
theater chain in the world. Earlier this year,
Wanda said it  would buy Legendar y
Entertainment, a studio that co-financed
movies including “Jurassic World” and “The
Dark Knight.” Carmike climbed $4.14, or 16.4
percent, to $29.25. Bond prices fell. The yield
on the 10-year Treasury note rose to 1.87
percent from 1.84 percent late Thursday.

Michael Fredericks, portfolio manager for
BlackRock Multi-Asset Income Fund, noted
that bond yields have recovered along with
stocks over the last few weeks. “There was
just a huge amount of pessimism” about eco-
nomic growth, he said. He added that bond
yields had fallen because investors were wor-
ried about the health of Europe’s banks and

the possibility the Fed would experiment
with negative interest rates in the US.

A handful of companies rose and fell as
quarterly earnings kept trickling out. Hewlett
Packard Enterprise, an information technolo-
gy products and service company, reported
better-than-expected results from its first
quarter as a publicly-traded company. Its
stock surged $1.84,  or  13.5 percent,  to
$15.44. Handgun maker Smith & Wesson rose
$1.65, or 6.5 percent, to $27.05 after its profit
and sales surpassed Wall Street estimates.
Smith & Wesson also raised its profit and
sales projections for its current fiscal year.

Tax preparer H&R Block tumbled after its
quarterly profit and revenue disappointed
investors. The company said people are filing

their taxes later and refunds are taking
longer to process as efforts to fight tax fraud
increase. The stock dropped $5.14, or 15.6
percent, to $27.76.

Britain’s FTSE 100 gained 1.1 percent and
France’s CAC 40 rose 0.9 percent. Germany’s
DAX was up 0.7 percent. Japan’s Nikkei 225
index closed 0.3 percent higher and Hong
Kong’s Hang Seng added 1.2 percent. South
Korea’s Kospi edged 0.1 percent lower.

In other energy trading, wholesale gaso-
line rose 3 cents to $1.33 a gallon. Heating oil
climbed 4 cents to $1.16 a gallon. Natural
gas picked up 3 cents to $1.67 per 1,000
cubic feet. The euro rose to $1.0996 from
$1.0959 the day before while the dollar rose
to 114.21 yen from 113.57 yen. — AP

A modest market gain keeps 
4-day winning streak alive
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NEW YORK: A Wall Street sign in front of the flag-draped facade of the New York
Stock Exchange. — AP


